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Misconception
 
I have pow, shouldI say it's power
The law of attraction
Do not put my mind off the role of spirituality
when my heart is cloudy in pains of the afternoon
I couldn't be happier than a bird
Due to the missing piece of color and sound
Above the sky
Everybird has its place
You can not be a mockingbird and grow to be an eagle
You can only be born an eagle But the nature of humanity Is very important and
not rigid.
You can be born a handicap or a disable person
But you can still be a very important person to your generation.
Iam even and you are odd
But you can plus and multiple us to get a figure
So do not be shy of whom you are
Because you are a bird or generally an animal.
Even if you are an animal.
What kind, will you be.
Cat, dog, tiger or lion
It's funny, when someone preteach us to be a bird due to The circumstances of
life
I will be optimistic about you and your personality Because it's definitely worth
it..
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Unknown Friend
 
Unknown friend
The unrelationship between the Sea and the wind
Is like a strange demur within us
An unknown fellow
He has caused sadness and pains
Between them
The end of rancid
And the unperfected smile on our face
Always caused misbelieves among man
As a inconcluded facts
Your relationship has destroyed the love we once share! How can I imagine
The way, you smile's; Sea
Also the way, the flow; Wind
Without knowing what's behind the mask
As the wind blow around me
I feel little terror
As a mighty rocking cliff
In my mind
Because it claims without  hmm
As the cloud move AWAY
So your pains and hard broken heart has taking our friends and loved one's
Like an awaiting joy of the sunset couldn't help But instead
It's make us feel brutal and outrageous for love
Oh friend,
In an unknown mash as taking those whom are not colourful to his home
The awareness of his mind has maketh sweet portion's to loose it Taste and
demur us into undemulsify act's
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